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ISM Middle East: Sustainable statement in the
MENA region

Strong result: 332 exhibitors from 42 countries:
Strong signal: MENA region strongest growth market for sweets
Strong rebranding: New name proves to be success driver
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ISM Middle East, the international trade fair for sweets and snacks in the Middle East
and North Africa region (MENA), which was staged in Dubai from 8 to 10 November,
impressively confirmed the industry's need for a business and innovation platform in
the MENA region. More than 330 exhibitors from 42 countries presented their
products and services on 43% more exhibition space than at the previous event in
2021 and thus covered a larger area than before the pandemic. The rebranding
measures carried out since the last event sent the right signal to the market and
yielded positive results.

Once again, over 11.411 trade visitors actively informed themselves about existing
and new products as well as the trends on one of the world's largest growth markets
for the sweets industry. The exhibitors profited from engaging in direct contact with
numerous, relevant buyers and decision-makers from the retail, trading and
hospitality sections as well as with distributors from the entire region. The high
quality of the trade visitors was particularly emphasised. But also the quantity of
visitors exceeded the expectations of most of the trade fair participants.

The strategy of making the trade fair more visible within the ISM family of
Koelnmesse GmbH by changing its name to ISM Middle East sent a decisive signal to
the market. "The success of the rebranding confirms our decision in a sustainable
manner. As ISM Middle East it builds on the global reputation of the world's leading
trade fair in Cologne even more significantly than before. With this step we are
strengthening the positioning of the event as the industry's leading business platform
in the Middle East and North African region," stated Gerald Böse, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Koelnmesse GmbH.

The 15th ISM Middle East proved that the location Dubai is the ideal meeting point
for the sweets industry in the MENA region. "The?sweets?and?snacks?market?in?the?
MENA?region?is?the?fastest?growing?market?in?the?entire?confectionery?industry. It is
therefore not surprising that ISM Middle East is also growing. This year we have seen
a 43% increase in exhibition space. That is a great success! The excellent conditions
in Dubai for our fair are not least responsible for this. As the most important
business platform for the industry in the MENA region, we are pleased to once again
be able to provide a comprehensive overview of the latest trends and innovations in
the industry, as well as many new products," said Denis Steker, Senior Vice President
International at Koelnmesse GmbH.
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“Under the new name of ISM Middle East, we are excited to be joining forces with
our global partners Koelnmesse and the ISM network to organise this must-attend
event in the region once again. From showcasing the tastiest sweets and snacks
products to celebrating the most innovative additions to the market, our aim is to
bring professionals from across the industry together to forge new connections and
help take their product ranges to the next level.”

Targeted entry onto the MENA growth market
Renowned international top companies like Bakewell Biscuits, Brand Hatchers,
Chocolates Torras, Crispo, Configirona, Danpak Food Industries, Delica, Del Conte,
Embare, Kamco, My Kingdom Foods, Riclan, Roshen, Saudi Icecream, Stella Bernrain,
Trolli, Walker’s Nonsuch and XOX presented their offering of sweets and snacks for
the MENA region at ISM Middle East 2022. They all took advantage of the direct
business contacts and targeted sales possibilities on-site, among others to buyers in
the retail, trading, food services and hospitality sections as well as to distributors.

Furthermore, numerous international companies used this targeted opportunity at
ISM Middle East to tap into the MENA region in the scope of joint participations and
national pavilions. 21 regional and international pavilions from Egypt, Brazil,
France, Greece, Great Britain, Iran, Jordan, Latvia, Lebanon, Morocco, Pakistan,
Poland, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey and USA/Mexico underline
the global interest in the MENA region and the significance of ISM Middle East for
exploiting attractive, new business potential.

Eleven German companies presented their existing and new products for the MENA
region at the official German joint stand, which was supported by the Federal
Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL).

Further highlights of ISM Middle East
The Newcomer Area organised analogue to ISM in Cologne was a great success again
this year. It was already fully-booked shortly after being announced. This year ten
exhibitors, who were represented at ISM Middle East for the first time this year, used
the trade fair as a stepping stone onto the sweets and snacks market of the MENA
region for their company. The new exhibitors presented their existing and new
products on an exposed surface with a striking stand construction and recorded a
very good response.

The winners of the 8th ISM Middle East New Product Showcase (hitherto
Innovation Award)
Particularly innovative, newly launched sweets and snacks products were
distinguished with the ISM Middle East New Product Showcase Awards for the 8th
time already. An independent specialised jury assessed the numerous entries and
selected the winners in four categories. The winners were honoured during the
trade fair. All distinguished products were exhibited in the Trend Court during the
trade fair. This year's winners are:

Best Bakery Product:
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"Prestige Digestive Thins – whole grain biscuits with oats"
Prestige 96 AD (Bulgaria)

Best Chocolate Product:
"Biscoya Biscuit Chocolate"
Shirreza Food Industrial Complex (Iran)

Best Hard & Soft Candy Product:
"Organic vegan fudges salted caramel flavour"
Me Gusto Sp. z.o.o. (Poland)

Best Snack Product:
"Zebra Ice"
Zonama Food GmbH (Germany)

The special trade fairs "Gulfood Manufacturing", "The Speciality Food Festival"
and "Private Label & Licensing Middle East" staged parallel to ISM Middle East
offered all trade fair participants further synergies for opening up additional
business potential. 

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the food and beverage sector: Koelnmesse is
an international leader in organising trade fairs in the food and beverage
segment. Events such as Anuga and ISM are established, world-leading trade fairs,
hosted in Cologne/Germany. Anuga HORIZON in Cologne will mark the launch of an
additional event format dedicated to food industry innovations. In addition to the
events at its Cologne headquarters, Koelnmesse also stages numerous food trade
fairs with different sector-specific areas of focus and content in further key markets
across the world, including Brazil, China, India, Japan, Columbia, Thailand and the
United Arab Emirates. These global activities enable Koelnmesse to offer its
customers bespoke events and leading regional trade fairs in a variety of markets,
thus creating the foundation for sustainable international business. Koelnmesse is
also ideally positioned in the field of food technology with its leading international
trade fairs Anuga FoodTec and ProSweets Cologne and its global network of satellite
events.

The next events:
ANUFOOD Brazil - International Trade Show Exclusively for the Food and Beverage
Sector, São Paulo 11.04. - 13.04.2023
ISM Japan - The dedicated showcase for Sweets & Snacks in Japan, Tokyo 12.04. -
14.04.2023
Wine & Gourmet Japan - International Wine, Beer, Spirits, Gourmet Food and Bar
Exhibition & Conference, Tokyo 12.04. - 14.04.2023

Note for editorial offices:
If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.
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